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ELP Executive Declaration 

European labor Party Denounces Uganda Hoax 

July 1 - Partly as a result of West German officials's 
hysterical efforts to ridicule and suppress o� documentated 
exposure of terrorism, a plane-load of predominantly French 
nationals now faces threat of death in Uganda. That 
judgment is not only our assessment, but is the judgment set 
forth in a confidential statement of a very high US official 
involved in directing terrorist operations. 

If any of West Germany's leading press had had the honor 
and courage to publish the truth concerning the Institute for 
Policy Studies, the present situation of the innocent persons 
facing death in Uganda would most probably not have 
developed. (Perhaps the editors of the Frankfurter 
Allgemeine Zeitung console themselves that the victims are 
predominan.tly "merely French citizens.") 
citizens.") . . -; 

If Interior Minister Maihofer had pursued a proper 
policy - instead of illegally harassing a lawful party � the 
probability of the Uganda situation's occurring would have 
been very, very small. If responsible parliamentarians had 
done their duty, instead of capitulating to police-state-type 
messages forbidding discussions with the European Labor 

. Party (ELP) the present horror could most probably have 
been prevented. 

It is merely probable - and not absolutely certain - that 
honesty and competence by the Frankfurter Allgemeine 
Zeitung, Interior Minister Maihoffer and key parliamen
tarians would have prevented the Uganda horror. It is not 
merely probable, but an absolute certainty, that West Ger
man official and press complicity in fraudulent ridicule and 
suppression of ELP documentation is a principal included 
cause for the continuation of the current wave of ter
rorism internationally. These formal and de facto policies 
of West German agencies are the principal contributing 
factor behind the current wave of terrorism in Europe. If 
those agencies were to act with even the minimum of com! 
petence demanded by the ELP documentation, the terrorist 
networks would be torn apart very quickly. 

The Uganda Crisis: The Facts 
It is a fact that metallic weapons cannot be smuggled into 

an international flight originating from a major European or 
US airport without complicity by official security agencies. 

Hence, as a minimal action, nations which seriously 
wished to check terrorism would immediately cease to ac
cept flights originating from airports served by security 
forces responsible for the presence of armed terrorists 
aboard a flight. This should continue until the actually 
responsible officials (not some minor scapegoat) had been 
competently detained and indicted. 

It is a fact that the current terrorist affair occurs in the 
context of an international campaign by a proven criminal 
association known as the networks of the Institute for Policy 
Studies to launch international hooliganism and terrorism 
around the focus of the USA Bicentennial celebrations. It is 
also a fact that every known major terrorist gang traces its 
pedigree into the criminal networks associated with the 

Institute for Policy Studies. It is also a fact that the attempt 
to involve France, Somalia, and Kenya in this affair was 
predicted by a high USA official responsible for coordinating 
terrorism several days prior to the actions along these same 
lines by the band of terrorists controlling the plane in 
Uganda. 

' 

It is also a fact that the same source viewed this as both 
dependent upon Maihoffer's continuing his current policies 
and as a measure to strengthen the influence of Maihoffer's 
policies. That official identified Maihofer's policies as of the 
type essential for the continued effectiveness of the current 
terrorist projects. Although that is only the stated opinion of 
an important official, in our independent knowledge and 
judgment, his view is substantially a correct assessment of 
the situaiton: any interior ministry which emulates the 
manifest policies of Maihoffer is creating the optimal climate 
for the proliferation of terrorism. " 

What Is known About Terrorism 
Although many private and other agencies perform a 

collateral or reasonably suspected role in deploying terrorist 
activities, two networks have been conclusively proven 
principally to be involved in cooperative efforts behind all 
known major terrorist gangs in the world today. The first is 
the networks either directly controlled by or closely 
cooperating with the. fascist, self-styled neo-Fabian Institute 
for Policy Studies. The second is a network of private, semi
official and official agencies coordinated by Interpol and the 
"International Association of Chiefs of Police" (lACP). With 
some exceptions, the division of labor between the two net
works is that the first supplies the personnel and policital 
cover-stories and cover-operations, while the second 
provides the weapons, drugs, and technical support. 

Although our present evidence is international in scope, we 
limit our summary of the evidence to the crucial proof of our 
analysis supplied by investigations in the Western 
Hemisphere (Canada, the USA, Mexico, Guatemala, Peru). 

First, through Federal and other court proceedings in the 
United States, and through the actions of honest police and 
other security agencies of the USA, the pattern of complicity 
between Interpol and the Institute first directly proven for 
operations in the Reading, Pennsylvania area has 
aggregated to an overwhelming mass of evidence. 

In the Reading case, an official arm of Interpol, the 
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms unit of William Simon's U.S. 
Treasury Department, was directly cooperating with agents 
of the Institute for Policy Studies in operations of illegal 
drug, weapons, and explosives traffic and in terrorist ac
tivities. This network was directing Maoist and self-styled 
racist (Ku Klux Klan, National Revolutionary Army) 
criminal activities, including supply of weapons, drugs and 
explosives to terrorists. 

This connection has been shown to extend into Canada (in 
connection with both drug-running operations and the 1973-
1974 "Black September" activities in Canada), and runs 
weapons'"and drugs traffic among the USA, Canada, Mexico; 
and Guatemala (in particular). 

-
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The connection between Interpol and the Institute in 
Mexico. Guatemala. and Peru is naked. The Institute is 
directly involved in "Brandenburger Division"-type ac
tivities in support of right-wing coup preparations in both 
Mexico and Peru. closely interfaced with right-wing gangs. 
and with weapons and drug networks run in cooperation with 
Interpol. Interpol and the Institute are jointly involved in the 
weapons and drug-running operations conducted between 
Guatemala and the "cover organization." "The American 
Indian Movement(AIM)" in the USA. 

Although Interpol and the IACP have important con
nections to official agencies (such as the Federal Criminal 
Office and �e Federal Border Patrol in West Germany). that 
straightforward overlap to official agencies is only an in
dispensable aspect of the overall capability. Interpol in
terfaces a major international compUter complex. linking 
USA military intelligence (e.g .• in West Germany). to other 
official computer networks. and into criminal associations 
such as the terrorism- and genocide-coordinating 
organization. the World Watch Institute. The Interpol-IACP 
overlap with the International Business Machines Cor
poration is merely a leading. exemplary feature of Interpol
IACP's basic strength in the security operations of major 
corporations and in international and national private in
telligence and security agencies .. .including private security 
agencies involved in international airport security 
operations. 

Historically. Interpol and IACP have performed a key role 
in aiding the escape of refugees from Nuremberg Crimes 
prosecutions. in creating "death squads." in aiding coups 
d'etat. and coordinate the majority of the illegal in
ternational drug and gun-running traffic - partly with the 
aid of former Nazi-created networks in Latin America and 
elsewhere (Chile. Argentina. Brazil. Bolivia. Colombia are 
exemplary). Through former private consultant to the CIA. 
Hjalmar Schacht's son-in-law Otto Skorzeny. and others. the 
traditions of the Abwehr's Brandenburger Division were· 
directly transmitted as part of the basic capabilities of In
terpol et al. 

The Nazi Angle 
We stress that we strongly disagree with the political 

assessment of the "Nazi revanchism" problem in West 
Germany as put forth by officials and other leading 
spokesmen for the German Democratic Republic (DDR). 
This point is of the highest background relevance to the 
problem of international terrorism today. and therefore 
should be clarified in a precise if summary form. The 
following points of criticism of the arguments of Julius 
Mades (the DDR author of "Who's Who In The CIA" and other 
books"': Ed.) and others are most relevant. 

* Political intelligence analysts from the Comecon nations 
are generally at fault iii a pervasive incompetence of 
assessment of the controlling internal dynamics of politics in 
the capitalist sector. This weakness is notable in the 
developing sector cases. seriously aggravated for the ad
vanced-capitalist sector generally. and bordering upon 

.. fantasy in the analysis of the USA. 
* This incompetence is conspicuously aggravated by 

Comecon officials' reluctance to face the truth concerning 
Atlanticist political-intelligence agencies' top-down control 
in effect of most leading Communist parties of the capitalist 
sector. In the effort to protect their otherwise waning 
illusions concerning the collapse of the Communist 
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movement in the advanced-capitalist sector. they distort all 
the outstanding political realities of advanced-capitalist 
sector developments to the effect of providing some self
consoling rationalization concerning the residual viability of 
key Communist parties. 

* This problem is otherwise aggravated by a stubborn 
adherence to the simplistic and nonsensical doctrine of 
"state monopoly capitalism." The attempt to force facts 
concerning the capitalist sector to conform to that worthless. 
disorienting doctrine is a broad and potentially fatal streak of 
incompetence in most of the related types of available 
political intelligence materials from Comecon sources. 

The point is illustrated by Julius Mader's "Hitler's 
Spionage-Generale Sagen Aus." The otherwise gifted Mader 
has in effect turned the actual political history of 1914-1976 
Germany upside-down. The fact that Mader has access to a 
mass of material concerning Colonel Nikolai and Admiral 
Canaris is a relevant consideration. In effect. Mader sup
presses his knowledge of those most relevant facts in order to 
construct a doctrine of "West German revanchism" con
forming to the foolish doctrine of "state monopoly 
capitalism. " 

Mader knows that he should ask himself: "Why did the 
Anglo-Americans cooperate with the Colonel Nikolai (of the 
pre-World War I. Rockefeller-linked I.G. Farben intelligence 
units) to funnel Canaris back into war-time Germany?" 
"Why did the USA intelligence supervisory agency. the 
Russell Sage Foundation. contribute in 1918 the special 
clause by which the Occupying Powers preserved intact the 
hard-core of the future German military intelligence 
capability headed by Canaris?" . 

In short. Mader and others play into the Atlanticist doc
trine of "collective guilt" and locate Nazism and similar 
German phenomena as epiphenomena .of the attributed 
character of certain German circles. Hence, the foolish. 
demagogic doctrine of "West German revanchism" - neatly 
conforming to the "state monopoly capitalism" nonsense. 
Although Mader uses the term. "Anglo-American • ." and 
virtually states that Canaris was a special kind of double 
agent (the fact of the matter). he refuses to face the fact that 
Hitler was an Anglo-American-created Frankenstein mon
ster. 

Clinging to the foolish doctrine of "West German revan
chism" and its mother-doctrine. "state monopoly 
capitalism." Mader refuses to understand any of the 
essential features of the Nazi period. of World War II. or the 
terrible problems of a similar portent threatening West 
Germany again today. 

The fact that former officials of the wartime German 
military intelligence (Abwehr) and the Reich Security Office 
(RSHA) are or have been key officials in West Germany's 
parties and intelligence-security establishment is not the 
core of. the problem.. (In fact. the view is downright un
Marxist. People adapt to circumstances. especially in
stitutionalized circumstances. The ordinary official is. 
essentially a whore. who can be as intelligent. honorable. 
witty. stupid. or downright bestial as his perception of cir
cumstances prescribes.) The essential problem of the former 
Nazi official is that he was and is easily blackmailed. and 
thus makes an excellent "V-Mann' candidate for Atlanticist 
agencies. Furthermore. his past deeds tend to deprive him of 
the acuteness of conscience or convincing moral argument 
by which he mi�'lt oppose doing for his Atlanticist masters 



• 

what he did for their fathers or the Hitler regime in the past. 
The most essential significance of the former Nazi Abwehr 

and RSHA official and operative is that, at the end of the war 
he represented three things to the Atlanticist agencies per
meating the Occupying Powers: (1) He was an expendable, 
highly-useful potential victim of blackmail; (2) He 
represented special skills which those agencies wished to 
assimilate or simply employ; and (3) He had active and 
potential networks which could be mobilized to do as they 
were instructed. 

Granted, some among those carry-overs may _ be really 
nasty characters today. However, they are only an incidental 
part of the current problem of fascism and terrorism. The 
real problem is the new Frankenstein monster built with 
their former assistance. The real problem is the Hein
zelmaennchens, is the two younger generations, the under
fifties and the under-thirty-fives, typified by those who 
make up the hard-core of the fascist networks of the Institute 
and Interpol networks today. 

The Maders and - so forth are so fascinated with the 
reductionists' misperception of the past that they blind 
themselves to the realities of the present. 

The Present International Fascist Conspiracy 
Right now, we face a deadly threat from an international 

fascist conspiracy. Given the plain facts to prove that, any 
person who denies this is either simply ignorant or a lying 
fool. The viable hard-core striking-force for this conspiracy 
is the network of the Institute for Policy Studies. The name of 
the conspiracy is the international campaign of hooliganism 
and terrorism being conducted with a focus against the USA 
Bicentennial celebrations. 

Anyone who imagines that Raskin, Philip Agree, Daniel 
Cohn-Bendit, Noam Chomsky and so forth represent a "left" 
force is plainly being foolish. 

Facts: Consider the list of organizations who are 
knowingly collaborating with one another, even through joint 
meetings of their memberships, in preparations for 
collaborative hooliganism and terrorism around the USA 
element of the Institute's Bicentennial crimes. 

The Institute as directly represented: the Institute-created 
Revolutionary Union and other Maoists; the Institute's 
CounterSpy unit; the Institute's private terrorist 
organization, the Weather Underground; the Ku Klux Klan; 
the professedly fascist, Institute-coordinated - National 
Revolutionary Army, which specializes in illegal gun- and 
drug-running and assassination operations; the Communist 
Party USA. under top-down control of the Institute; the 
Cuban Gusanos, who provide, together with the Vietnam 

Veterans, and the NRA, most of the goon-squads protecting 
meetings called chieny by the Revolutinary Union; the 
Socialist Workers Party ("Trotskyist) ; also under top-down 
control by the Institute; the Institute's. "Liberation News 
Service"; the Interpol-Institute gun-running cover, the 
American Indian Movement; and many others. 

In West Germany, the organizations linked directly to the 
Institute, also sharing the Institute's fascist ideology, include 
the Berliner Extradienst; the Frankfurt Informationsclienst; 
the Frankfurt "Peace and CoDflict Studies" group ;  the Cohn
Bendit "Spontis"; the Kuerhiskern circle within the West 
German Communist Party; the Maoist groups including the 
KBW;KB-Nord; GIM; MSB Spartakus; and many others, 
especially those being rallied around the Baader-Meinhof 
"support" movement. 

-. 

In Italy, the fascist networks linked to the Institute center 
around Bianni Agnelli and the University of Trento. These 
include (with West German cooperation(: the Reel Bripdes; 
Autonomia Operaia; Movimento Studentesco (Milan); Lotta 
Continua; PDUP; n Manifesto; Riccardo Lombardi
Alberoni-Craxi of the Italian Socialist Party; the BerUnguer
Amendola gang within the Italian Communist Party; and 
variously professedly fascist bands. 

As in Italy, the "left-cover" fascists directly interface such 
Interpol-IACP networks as those of AgneIIi. 

These forces have two principal roles. First, they represent • 

the old tactic of agents provocateun on a massive scale. 
Second, they represent the hard-core of a mass-based, rock
counterculture-zero-growth-centered fascist youth 
movement. 

Their deployment is controlled at the top by circles which 
jointly control both the Institute and Interpol. Nelson and 
David Rockefeller, and key forces (such as those behind 
Jimmy carter) within the Democratic Party of the USA are 
typical or the controlling level. The masters want fascist 
police-states and genocidal economic measures right now; 
they wish a general thermonuclear showdown of the sort only 
fascist regimes would make possible - right DOW. These 
fascist provocateurs of the Institute-Interpol networks are 
the striking-forces being deployed. 

If they succeed, there will be general war before the end of 
Summer 1977. If they succeed during the months just ahead, 
general war will have become an irreversible inevitability. 
Stop the Institute-Interpol fascists now, while you and your 
family still have lives to save! Get the controllers, the evil 
criminals behind the stinking little Cohn-bendits and so forth. 
Make the masters accountable and the master's -little 
Heinzelmaennehen will then behave . 
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